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Abstract
With the recent advances in materials and processes, additive manufacturing (AM) technologies are evolving from prototyping to functional part fabrication for a broad range of applications. The AM-enabled design flexibility provides AM processes with great potential in product family development where both design commonality and diversity are desired to satisfy various customer requirements. Challenges exist in developing new customized and sustainable design methods that can utilize the AM advantages to improve the product family competitiveness in a cost efficient way. Design has been adapted to changing environments, such as customers’ preferences, technologies, economic situations, company’s strategies, regulations, and competitive moves. Strategic adaptability is essential in capitalizing on future investment opportunities and responding properly to market trends in sustainability. In this talk, I will discuss research opportunities and design challenges for customization and sustainability in additive manufacturing. In this research, we attempt to compensate the performance compromise by proposing the novel concept of an additive manufactured variable platform (VP). The objective of this research is to develop a design framework that helps designers implement additive manufactured VP modules within product families. The implementation of additive manufactured VP modules shows a significant improvement in a product family’s performance at low cost, without significant compromise in design commonality. Future research directions in AM technologies and limitations encountered in existing designs will also be discussed along with introducing current on-going projects in Singapore Centre for 3D Printing (SC3DP), Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and Singapore Institute of Advanced Manufacturing (SIMTech), A*Star, Singapore.
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